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Cross-cultural studies usually compare the psychology of people from different countries and thus focus on
how cultures influence people’s psychology. In contrast, in 2000, Hong, Morris, Chiu, and Benet-Martínez
demonstrated the dynamics of cultural influence within individuals who have been exposed extensively to
two cultures (biculturals); they showed that exposing Chinese American biculturals to Chinese or American
cultural icons activated the corresponding cultural (Chinese or American) knowledge systems, which, in
turn, affected the biculturals’ attributions (the cultural priming effects). This article further examines how
applicability of activated cultural knowledge moderates the cultural priming effects. In two studies, the
authors manipulated the individual versus group salience of an ambiguous social display and found that only
when the individual versus group contrast was made salient was the group agency belief applicable and thus
showed the cultural priming effects. As such, applicability sets the boundary condition for the dynamic construction of meaning under cultural influence.
Keywords: culture and cognition; biculturalism; applicability; group agency; attributions

It is a truism that cultures are largely defined by their boundaries; the influence of a given
cultural attribute becomes noticeable when we can compare people who possess that trait
and are affected by it to people who are not. Yet models of cultural influence differ sharply
with regard to what kinds of boundaries to look for. Cross-cultural psychology has traditionally focused on territorial boundaries, usually those of nations, and has taken country differences as evidence for cultural influences on cognition. Many social perception variables
have been found to differ between countries such as China and the United States (e.g., attribution, categorization), and researchers have suggested that these many divergences in judgment may ultimately reflect underlying differences in a few broad cultural traits, such as individualistic as opposed to collectivistic value orientations (Triandis, 1990) or holistic versus
analytic attentional styles (Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001). Although parsimonious, this trait approach to culture is sharply limited by the assumptions that make it so. It
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ories are silent about the issue of why people’s culture can affect them dramatically in one situation or on one occasion and then have no effect whatsoever in the next situation or on the
next occasion.
Whereas the trait approach equates culture with the differences seen across territorial
boundaries, the constructivist approach looks for the influence of culture across other kinds
of boundaries. The critical way in which this approach differs is its assumption that culture is
internalized in smaller pieces, in the knowledge structures or mental constructs that social
perceivers use to interpret ambiguous stimuli (Bruner, 1990). A version of this, which we
have called the dynamic constructivist approach to understanding cultural influence, draws
on recent insights about the dynamics through which knowledge structures become operative in social cognition (Higgins, 1996; Wyer & Srull, 1986). That is, a knowledge structure
or construct that we have internalized does not continuously guide our information processing simply because it is somewhere in our minds; the construct only makes a difference if it is
activated (or brought to the fore of one’s mind). A construct should be activated in response
to a stimulus if it is, first, accessible (meaning easy to retrieve, which central cultural constructs would be) and, second, applicable (meaning that it structurally fits the stimulus that
we are interpreting). The boundaries across which to notice the effect of culture, then, are
conditions that make a given culturally conferred construct accessible and applicable. In this
article, we review initial attempts to do so in past research and report two studies that test, for
the first time, the interaction of availability and applicability boundary conditions on cultural
influence that is predicted by the dynamic constructivist approach.

EMERGING EVIDENCE FOR A
DYNAMIC CONSTRUCTIVIST APPROACH
In reviewing the accumulating evidence that construct activation is a mechanism for cultural influence on social perception, it is worth reviewing the basic hypotheses of construct
activation models and the established evidence for each, and then to examine whether this
kind of evidence has been found with regard to the activation of cultural constructs. Let us
start with accessibility. The chronic level of accessibility of a construct ranges from high (if it
is a frequently used construct that retains activation or stays on top of the mental stack) to
zero (if it is a construct that the individual has never internalized). A straightforward form of
evidence for chronic accessibility comes from findings that individuals are more likely to use a
construct, in a given case, if they have used the construct frequently in the past (e.g., Higgins,
King, & Mavin, 1982). Adapting this to the cultural level, Hoffman, Lau, and Johnson (1986)
found that American participants, who are from a culture in which the person construct “liberal” is frequently used, were more likely to let this construct guide their interpretation of an
ambiguous person description than were Chinese participants, from a culture in which this
construct is not frequently used. Although such findings point to the specificity of cultural
differences and in this way support a constructivist approach, they do not elucidate the
dynamics of construct activation.
Another kind of evidence for cultural differences in chronic accessibility hinges on the
interaction of accessible constructs with epistemic motives. The epistemic state of desiring
cognitive closure (Kruglanski & Webster, 1996) makes individuals more likely than otherwise to rely on chronically accessible constructs. Both individual differences in this need and
situational inductions of this need reliably shift social cognition in the direction of being
more top-down, knowledge driven, and showing the signature biases of knowledge
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structures such as stereotypes and schemas (Chiu, Morris, Hong, & Menon, 2000;
Kruglanski & Webster, 1996). Evidence from interactions with need for closure (NFC) has
proved a fruitful way of establishing the role of chronically accessible cultural constructs in
driving cultural differences in social judgment. Morris and Peng (1994) proposed that Chinese culture favors conceptions of group agency, whereas American culture favors conceptions of individual agency, and, in support of this, they found that stimuli of ambiguous individual-group interactions were more likely to be interpreted by Chinese perceivers as cases
of groups influencing individuals than by American perceivers. Chiu et al. (2000) found that
NFC interacted with this difference in that individuals high in NFC exhibit magnified cultural differences (Study 1) and that individuals induced to feel NFC through time pressure
also exhibit magnified cultural differences. Knowles, Morris, Chiu, and Hong (2001) found
that inducing NFC through cognitive load had the same effect of increasing cultural differences, as predicted from the idea that it increases their interpretive reliance on cultural
knowledge structures.
Besides investigating the role of chronic accessibility, researchers have designed studies
to examine how temporary elevations in accessibility enable the activation of a construct.
The “priming” method involves exposing perceivers to images that are associated with the
construct of interest (thereby sending excitation and elevating its accessibility) with the
expectation that, as a result, the construct becomes more likely to guide subsequent processing (Higgins, Rholes, & Jones, 1977; Lombardi, Higgins, & Bargh, 1987).1 An application of
this method to culture was developed by Hong and colleagues (Hong, Chiu, & Kung, 1997;
Hong, Morris, et al., 2000) who were interested in the construct accessibility dynamics of
bicultural individuals. These individuals, who have internalized two sets of cultural constructs, often report automatically switching between cultural frames as they move between
cultural settings. Hong, Morris, et al. (2000) tested a priming interpretation—that, for example, when a Chinese American bicultural individual enters a traditional Chinese setting, her
Chinese social constructs will receive excitation as a function of the images she encounters
and thereby will become more accessible; when the same individual enters a mainstream
American setting, her American social constructs will be raised in accessibility. To prove
these priming mechanisms, Hong, Morris, et al. (2000) used a nontransparent social perception task that had no obvious connection to the cultural images as primes (the Capitol vs. the
Summer Palace). This was the task of interpreting cartoons of interactions between a single
fish and a group of fish, which Morris and Peng (1994) developed to elicit different attributions from American and Chinese perceivers, as a function of their differing penchants for
conceptualizing individuals or groups as causal agents. Across four studies, Hong, Morris,
et al. (2000) found that, for these biculturals, Chinese cultural icons seemed to increase the
accessibility of the group agency construct central to Chinese culture, and American cultural
icons, the individual agency construct central to American culture.
Although there is strong evidence that bicultural individuals shift between the interpretative capacities of two cultures, the influences of a culturally conferred construct on cognition
may be bounded by its applicability, another criterion of construct activation (Higgins, 1996;
Higgins & Brendl, 1995; Strack & Mussweiler, 1997). Applicability is operationalized in
terms of the mapping between “the features of a stored construct and the attended features of
a stimulus” (Higgins & Brendl, 1995, p. 220). The perceiver can only fit a construct to a stimulus having a matching structure. However, no previous studies (to our knowledge) have
tested the applicability principle of knowledge activation in culture’s effect on cognition.
Two studies reported in this article aim to fill this research gap by testing the applicability of
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the activated cultural theory as a boundary condition for the cultural knowledge activation
effect described in previous research.
In this research, to investigate the boundary conditions of cultural influences on the interpretation of ambiguous stimuli, we again used the Morris and Peng (1994) stimuli, that is,
animated presentations of a fish swimming ahead of a school of fish. After the participants
were shown the stimuli, they were asked to explain why the one fish was swimming ahead of
other fish. As noted, in previous cross-cultural studies (Chiu et al., 2000; Menon, Morris,
Chiu, & Hong, 1999; Morris & Peng, 1994), Chinese participants made more external
(group) attributions than did North American participants, who in turn made more internal
(individual) attributions.
As noted, one possible interpretation of the cultural priming effects described in the
Hong, Morris, et al. (2000) experiments involved the activation of cultural theories regarding
whether the individual or the group is the primary agent of social action (Chiu et al., 2000;
Menon et al., 1999). Thus, whether or not these cultural theories are applicable to the judgment context may depend on whether or not the fish stimuli highlight a tension between individual and group agency. Consistent with this idea, Choi, Nisbett, and Norenzayan (1999)
maintained that cross-cultural differences in internal versus external attributions would surface only when the perceiver faces a stimulus featuring a tension between an internal factor
and a salient social context. Hence, the applicability of cultural theories should be greatest
when the stimuli involve clearly distinct individual versus group actors. To test this idea, in
two studies, we manipulated the salience of individual versus group actors by changing the
color of fish displays so that a lead fish was unique in color from a school of fish behind (i.e.,
high salience because the lead fish could be seen as a distinct individual, see the top panel of
Figure 2) or not (i.e., low salience because the lead fish was less distinctive from the school of
fish behind, see the bottom panel of Figure 2). The effect of priming American as opposed to
Chinese causal theories should be optimally shown in the high-salience condition in which
both the individual and group causal theories were applicable (cf. Blanz, 1999; Higgins,
1996).

STUDY 1
METHOD

Participants were 120 Hong Kong Chinese undergraduates who had extensive knowledge
about Chinese culture and Western culture. Hong Kong was a British colony for more than a
century until 1997 and, thus, has been highly Westernized. Most Hong Kong students start to
learn the English language in kindergarten. The teaching medium in many high schools and
almost all universities is English. In addition, Hollywood movies and such TV series as “ER”
or “Ally McBeal” are popular among Hong Kong young people. Thus, Hong Kong college
students have arguably been exposed extensively to Western social beliefs and values. Under
this sociocultural context, the participants could be considered as bicultural individuals.
The participants were randomly assigned to the American culture priming, Chinese culture priming, or the control condition. In the American (Chinese) priming condition, participants saw eight pictures of American (Chinese) icons and then wrote 10 sentences about the
American (Chinese) culture. Participants in the control condition saw eight pictures of natural landscapes and wrote 10 sentences about the landscapes. The cultural icons used in this
study included those shown in Figure 1. The priming manipulation lasted for 15 minutes.
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Then, participants responded to the attribution measure. After viewing each of the four cartoon presentations, participants were asked to interpret the event in the cartoon. They indicated their response on a single scale, which ranged from 1 (very confident that “it is because
the one fish is being chased by the other fish”—group attribution) to 12 (very confident that
“it is because the one fish is leading the other fish”—individual attribution).
To manipulate the salience of the individual versus group relation, in two of the cartoon
presentations (see bottom of Figure 2), the fish swimming ahead had the same color as the
school of fish behind, creating a low-salience condition. In the remaining cartoons (see top of
Figure 2), the fish swimming ahead had a different color from the school of fish behind, creating a high-salience condition. In the high-salience condition, because both the individual
and the group stood out from the background, participants were likely to pay attention to the
individual or the group as the major causal agent. Thus, we expected the culture priming
effect to be more pronounced in the high- than in the low-salience condition.
RESULTS

A 3 (priming) × 2 (salience) MANOVA performed revealed a significant Priming ×
Salience interaction, F(2, 118) = 6.32, p < .01. As predicted, in the high-salience condition,
but not in the low-salience condition, priming had a significant effect, F(2, 118) = 8.13, p <
.001. Also as predicted, when the fish swimming ahead was different in color from the school
of fish behind (high-salience condition), participants in the American cultural priming condition were less confident in the group attribution (M = 5.62, SD = 3.01) than those in the Chinese cultural priming condition (M = 4.36, SD = 1.98), t(79) = 2.24, p < .05, or those in the
control condition (M = 3.49, SD = 2.05), t(80) = 3.76, p < .001.2 When the fish swimming
ahead had the same color as the fish behind (low-salience condition), participants in the three
priming conditions did not differ in their attributions (M = 9.94 for the American priming
condition, M = 10.35 for the control condition, and M = 9.86 for the Chinese priming
condition).

STUDY 2
METHOD

A second study provided a conceptual replication with different participants and stimuli.
Participants were 100 Chinese-born students who attended UC Berkeley. They were selected
for having lived at least 5 years in the United States and at least 5 years in People’s Republic
of China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macao, or Singapore. In our sample, the average length of
residence in the United States and in a Chinese society was 8.67 years (SD = 4.42) and 11.70
years (SD = 5.62), respectively. In addition, these students on average reported similar levels
of English (M = 4.4, SD= .7, on a 6-point Likert-type scale) and Chinese language proficiency (M = 3.9, SD = 1.0), and also similar levels of identification with the American identity (M = 4.0, SD = 1.1, on a 6-point Likert-type scale) and the Chinese identity (M = 4.6, SD =
.9). Judging from this information, this group of students should have acquired both the Chinese and the American cultural theories.
Participants were randomly assigned into the American cultural priming, Chinese cultural priming, or the control condition. The priming procedure was the same as that in Study
1, except that we selected only the five icons that were most immediately recognized by
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Figure 1: Samples of the American, Neutral, and Chinese Primes

participants in pretesting (Mickey Mouse vs. a Chinese dragon, the U.S. Capitol Building vs.
the Chinese Emperor’s Summer Palace, a cowboy vs. a rice farmer, Mt. Rushmore vs. The
Great Wall, and the Statue of Liberty vs. a painting of a mythical Chinese goddess). In the
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Figure 2: The Manipulation of the Salience of the Individual/Group Boundary

control condition, five pictures of environmental scenes were used as primes. The highsalience condition was achieved with displays like those in the high-salience condition in
Figure 2. The low-salience condition was achieved with displays featuring a cluster of fish,
each of which had a different color. This was intended to create a social stimulus in which the
cluster of fish was harder to be seen as a coordinated group that might plausibly cause the
behavior of the fish in front. After seeing each cartoon, participants were asked how much
they agreed with the group attribution statement, “The one fish is being somehow influenced
by the group (e.g., is being chased, teased, or pressured by the others).” They were also asked
to consider an individual attribution statement, “The one fish is influenced by some internal
trait (such as independence, personal objective, or leadership).” Participants gave their
responses on a 9-point Likert-type scale from 1 (disagree completely) to 9 (agree
completely).
RESULTS

The findings basically replicated those found in the first study. A 3 (priming) × 2
(salience) MANOVA performed revealed a significant priming × salience interaction, F(2,
96) = 4.31, p < .05. Again, cultural priming effect was significant only in the high-salience
condition. Participants in the American priming condition made fewer group attributions (M =
5.07, SD = 2.37) than did participants in the Chinese priming condition (M = 6.24, SD = 2.25),
t(97) = –2.02, p < .05, or those in the control condition (M = 6.66, SD = 2.36), t(97) = –2.64,
p = .01. No priming effects were found in the low-salience condition (M = 4.57, SD = 2.59 for
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the American priming condition, M = 3.82, SD = 2.43 for the control condition, and M = 3.62,
SD = 2.30 for the Chinese priming condition), F(2, 97) = 1.30, ns. The priming effect on the
individual attribution measure, however, was not significant in either the high-salience condition or the low-salience condition.3 This is again consistent with Choi et al.’s (1999) argument that the influence of culture is seen less when the weight is placed on individual dispositions than when the weight is placed on salient social contexts.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
We predicted that the activation of cultural theories and the resulting biases in attribution
in bicultural individuals are a function of the temporary accessibility of specific knowledge
structures and applicability of such structures. In two studies, we obtained the predicted pattern: seeing American versus Chinese cultural primes affects perception of stimuli featuring
a salient individual versus group agency. Specifically, American cultural primes elicited
fewer attributions to the group in the high-salience but not the low-salience condition.
It is interesting to note that participants in both studies were slightly more confident about
the group attribution in the control condition than in the Chinese cultural priming condition.
However, this difference was not statistically reliable. There are three possible explanations
for the lack of significant difference between the control condition and the Chinese cultural
priming condition. First, the Chinese cultural primes might not be as effective as the American cultural primes in eliciting the cultural knowledge in the respective cultures. However,
previous studies using the same Chinese cultural primes (Hong, Chiu, & Kung, 1997; Hong,
Morris, et al., 2000) have found reliable cultural knowledge activation effect. Therefore, this
explanation is not very plausible.
Second, there is evidence from both basic social cognition research and cultural priming
research that priming could produce an assimilation or contrast effect, depending on whether
the participants are aware of the connection between the primes and the dependent measure
(see Krauss & Chiu, 1998). Specifically, priming will produce an assimilation effect when
the participants are not aware of the connection between the prime and the dependent measure, and a contrast effect when the participants are aware of the connection. Thus, if some
participants in Study 1 perceived a connection between the Chinese primes and the group
attribution measure, they might have displayed a contrast effect and significantly lowered the
mean level of group attribution in the Chinese cultural priming condition. If some participants displayed an assimilation effect and some a contrast effect in the Chinese cultural priming condition, the standard deviation in this condition should be relatively high. However, as
reported in the Results section, the standard deviation on the group attribution measure was
not higher in the Chinese cultural priming condition than in the other two conditions. In fact,
in both studies, compared to the other two conditions, the Chinese cultural priming condition
had the smallest standard deviation.
Finally, a more parsimonious explanation for the lack of difference between the Chinese
cultural priming condition and the control condition is that the Chinese cultural knowledge
system was more chronically accessible to the participants. Thus, the participants in the control condition tended to make group attributions even when they were not primed with Chinese cultural icons. This explanation is consistent with previous findings that group
dispositional attribution is a chronically accessible attributional style among Hong Kong
Chinese and Chinese Americans (Chiu et al., 2000; Menon et al., 1999). Interestingly, from
the perspective of the dynamic constructivist perspective, even the chronically more
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accessible Chinese cultural knowledge system could be overridden by the American cultural
knowledge system when the participants were primed with American cultural icons.
Together with our earlier works (Chiu et al., 2000; Hong, Morris, et al., 2000; Menon
et al., 1999), findings from this research illustrate the added theoretical utility of the dynamic
constructivist approach over the more traditional approaches to cross-cultural psychology.
Previous cross-cultural research has sought to document relatively stable and contextindependent effects of culture on cognition. The dynamic constructivist perspective complements these research traditions by investigating the cognitive mediation of cultural differences.
We posit that cultural differences in causal attributions are partly mediated by shared
domain-specific cultural theories activated in specific situations. Moreover, activation of
such cultural theories follows well-documented principles of knowledge activation. According to these principles, culture does not have sweeping effects on social cognition. Instead,
its social cognitive consequences are bound by the accessibility and applicability of the cultural theories in specific judgment contexts. Consistent with the dynamic constructivist
approach, findings from the present research have illustrated how domain-specific causal
theories could be activated by environmental cues and be applied to situations in which the
individual versus group relation is made salient.
The speed of global development has greatly increased both the frequency and intensity
of multicultural contacts. Applying a less monolithic and static view of culture, the dynamic
constructivist approach helps us understand the processes through which multicultural
knowledge influences cognition. This approach makes both theoretical and methodological
contributions to the study of cultural influences on cognition. Specifically, it demonstrates
that multicultural minds can be found among individuals who have been extensively exposed
to multiple cultures. Using the cultural priming paradigm, the dynamic constructivist
approach allows us to examine the concrete details of and circumstances under which specific cultural differences appear. Recently, we found that cultural priming could also influence overt behaviors. Specifically, Wong and Hong (2002) have shown that participants were
more likely to cooperate (vs. compete) with a friend in a prisoner dilemma game after being
exposed to Chinese cultural icons than to American cultural icons. However, this difference
disappeared when the partner in the game was a new acquaintance. Thus, the culturally
shared norm of cooperation is applied only to the relevant target (a friend) when the Chinese
cultural knowledge is activated, suggesting again the applicability of accessible cultural constructs in the context at hand plays a crucial role in conducing cultural effects on behaviors.
One interesting issue related to bicultural experiences and cognition is whether individuals’ levels of acculturation would moderate their responses to cultural priming. The dynamic
constructivist approach predicts that acculturation would strengthen the preferred style of
attribution in the culture under some circumstances only. To elaborate, acculturation makes a
cultural knowledge system available. In addition, prolonged exposure to a culture should
increase the chronic accessibility of the shared knowledge in the culture. However, as shown
in the present research, availability and chronic accessibility are necessary but not sufficient
for knowledge activation to affect attribution. The activated cultural theories must be applicable in the context for them to impact attribution.
Thus, we predict that the level of acculturation and the strength of the preferred
attributional style in the culture are related only when (a) the relevant cultural knowledge
system is activated or primed and (b) when the activated cultural knowledge is applicable in
the context of judgment. For example, in Study 2, when the Chinese American participants
were primed with American cultural icons and when the individual versus group contrast
was made salient, the level of acculturation to American culture (which is related to chronic
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accessibility of the American cultural knowledge system) should be associated with more
individual dispositional attributions. When these participants’American cultural knowledge
system was not activated, or when the activated American cultural theories were not applicable in the context of judgment, acculturation might not affect attribution. Unfortunately, the
participants in Study 2 were screened for their identification with American culture and proficiency in English. Hence, there was not enough variance in these acculturation measures to
conduct a fair test of the above predictions. It would be interesting to find out in a future study
(e.g., a sample survey of Chinese Americans with varying levels of cultural experiences in
the United States) how acculturation might moderate the effect of cultural priming on
attribution.
We hope that the findings presented here could stimulate future research that provides
even more refined predictions of how culture affects the individual, namely, studies that take
into consideration individuals’ chronic or temporary epistemic needs, bicultural identity
dynamics, and other idiosyncratic factors that may affect how cultural knowledge is used.
To conclude, the dynamic constructivist approach, by locating the boundary of culture’s
cognitive consequences in the congruence between features of the cultural theories and those
of the judgment context, may offer new insights into how multicultural individuals could go
beyond the narrow confines of a single cultural perspective and switch interpretive frames to
meet the perceptual demands of the specific judgment situations.

NOTES
1. In this method, it is, of course, important that the prime images have no direct semantic relationship to the construct, or else they may function as hints to the experimenter’s wishes rather than as elevators of construct accessibility. In the initial studies that employed priming methods to study culture, this was not clear cut. Descriptions of individualistic and collectivistic behaviors were found to influence subsequent self-ratings on dimensions semantically
related to individualism and collectivism (Trafimow, Triandis, & Goto, 1991).
2. We noted that participants in this study (and in Study 2 as well) were slightly more confident about the group
attribution in the control condition than in the Chinese cultural priming condition, although this difference was not
reliable. We will try to explain this unexpected finding in the General Discussion section.
3. The individual attributions were not significantly different for the three priming groups toward the highsalience display (M = 5.54, SD = 2.03 for the American priming condition, M = 5.06, SD = 2.40 for the control condition, and M = 4.65, SD = 2.47 for the Chinese priming condition, F(2, 97) = 1.16, ns, nor toward the low-salience display (M = 6.21, SD = 2.39 for the American priming condition, M = 7.03, SD = 1.72 for the control condition, and M =
6.84, SD = 1.80 for the Chinese priming condition, F(2, 97) = 1.43, ns.
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